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We present a numerical study of the electromagnetic properties of the three-dimensional metallic
wire lattices operating at microwave frequencies with applications to advanced accelerating
structures and microwave sources. The metallic lattices can be considered as “artificial plasmas”
because they demonstrate the properties of plasmas with a negative dielectric constant. Bulk modes
in a diamond lattice of metal wires and surface modes on its interface are calculated. It is shown that
the lattice can be modeled as an anisotropic medium with spatial dispersion. In contrast to a simple
cubic lattice, the diamond lattice allows the existence of three different interfaces—one isotropic
and two anisotropic. The surface modes supported by these interfaces are affected by spatial
dispersion, in sharp contrast with the surface mode on an isotropic vacuum/plasma interface. For
particle accelerator applications, we identify the electromagnetic mode confined by a plasmonic
waveguide formed as a defect in a diamond lattice. All deleterious higher order modes excited as
wakefields from the accelerating particle are found to be leaky. The diamond lattice is also useful as
a research tool for studying particle radiation in media with spatial dispersion. © 2008 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3021310�

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents theoretical studies of a three-
dimensional �3D� metallic lattice structure useful for accel-
erator and vacuum electron device applications. The lattice is
built of metallic wires of square or round cross section. The
wires intersect in the nodes of a diamond lattice �Fig. 1�a��.
The wires themselves act as the bonds in the diamond lattice.
A diamond lattice made of metallic wires has been previ-
ously proposed in Ref. 1 and theoretically and experimen-
tally studied in the microwave range. In this paper, we cal-
culate the bulk modes and the surface modes on the interface
of the diamond wire lattice and propose an accelerator struc-
ture operating in a defect mode in the diamond lattice.

The 3D metallic lattice is an “artificial plasma” with a
negative dielectric constant.1–3 The lattice supports a surface
mode at the interface of the lattice and vacuum. The surface
mode decays in both directions, namely, vacuum and lattice.
Such an effect is possible only if the dielectric constant is
negative. The surface mode on the interface of the lattice can
be employed in a surface mode accelerator.4 A surface mode
accelerator is of interest for operation at higher microwave
frequencies �up to 90 GHz� and also for laser acceleration at
infrared wavelengths. The wire lattice is a medium with spa-
tial dispersion �SD�.5–7 The effect of SD on the transition
radiation of charged particles has been theoretically studied.8

It is shown that the radiation into longitudinal surface waves
is specific for the medium with SD. Radiation of a charged
particle moving above the interface of a medium with SD
�Smith–Purcell radiation� or impinging on to the interface
�transition radiation� can be modeled for the diamond lattice.

3D metallic lattices are photonic �electromagnetic� crys-
tals which have the potential for interesting applications as
accelerator structures and microwave tube circuits. We have
conducted experiments on a 17 GHz photonic band gap
�PBG� accelerator structure.9 The PBG accelerator structure
was built as a disk-loaded waveguide of six cells. Each cell
of this structure was designed as a two-dimensional �2D�
array of metal rods with a defect in the center. The defect
mode serves as a TM01-like accelerating mode. Higher order
modes �HOMs�, excited as wakefields radiated by a high
power electron beam, can result in beam breakup. Such
modes are suppressed in a PBG structure. Cold test of the
PBG structure showed10 that the HOMs are suppressed, pro-
viding hope that beam breakup can be avoided with these
structures. A similar structure is one made of metallic wire
structures �“jungle gym” structures�, which have been previ-
ously utilized as accelerator structures.11,12 These periodic
waveguide structures contained a few wires per period which
were set transverse to the waveguide axis. The metallic wire
lattice structures discussed in this paper are similar, but they
contain extended wire structures. Complex 3D metallic
structures may provide more possibilities for wakefield sup-
pression. This paper reports on the basic properties of 3D
metallic lattices for possible applications in accelerators and
microwave sources. The lattice properties such as the band
gaps can be used for designing the accelerator structure. By
choosing appropriate lattice parameters, the band gap can be
designed such that the accelerating mode is in the band gap
and therefore is confined whereas the HOMs, responsible for
deflecting the electron beam, are in the propagation band and
leak out of the structure. We have also conducted experi-
ments on Smith–Purcell radiation and transition radiationa�Electronic mail: shapiro@psfc.mit.edu.
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from electron bunches for use as a bunch length
diagnostic.13–15 The radiation from the electron bunches can
be enhanced if the bunch traverses a medium with negative
dielectric constant or moves above the medium surface.4,8

Basic research on a 3D metallic wire medium is thus poten-
tially useful for beam diagnostics applications.

The disk-loaded PBG accelerator structure9 utilizes a 2D
array of metallic rods placed between the disks. The wake-
fields bounce between the disks and leak out through the
array. In this paper, we propose a new approach for an ac-
celerator structure based on a 3D metallic wire lattice. The
3D metallic lattice allows us to build an accelerator structure
without any disks. In such a structure, wakefields as HOMs
would naturally leak out of the structure without being
trapped between the disks. Photonic crystals and photonic
crystal fibers have been proposed for laser based
acceleration.16,17 Laser accelerators may benefit from the
present study of advanced 3D metallic structures intended
for microwave frequencies. In fact, the technology of fabri-
cating diamond lattices for optics has been developed �see
Ref. 18 and references therein� and can be used for laser
accelerator structures.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we simu-
late the bulk modes in a diamond wire lattice. In Sec. III, we
derive the tensor of the effective dielectric constant for a
diamond wire lattice. In Sec. IV, we calculate the surface

modes. In Sec. V, we discuss the effect of SD on surface
modes. In Sec. VI, we propose a plasmonic waveguide
formed as a defect in a diamond wire lattice. Sections VII
and VIII contain discussion and conclusions, respectively.

II. BULK MODES

A cubic cell of the diamond wire lattice is presented in
Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�. We present the simulation results from
the diamond lattice carried out using the high frequency
structure simulator �HFSS� code.19 The diamond wire lattice
shown in the example was analyzed for the following param-
eters: cubic unit cell length a=2.3 cm, wire section length
l=a�3 /4=1 cm, period of the lattice on the interface b
=a / �2=1.63 cm, and wire radius r=0.07 cm; these are the
same parameters as in Ref. 1.

The cutoff �plasma� frequency fp=6.25 GHz was calcu-
lated using the primitive cell of the lattice, a rhombohedron
shown in Fig. 2. This result agrees with the simulations in
Ref. 1 carried out using a different method. The zero-phase
advance boundary conditions were applied on the sides of
the primitive cell to calculate the plasma frequency. The
plasma wave at a frequency of 6.25 GHz is depicted in Fig.
2. It is shown that the electric field is homogeneously dis-
tributed in the cell except for the wires where the field is
enhanced. The average electric field has one component
along the direction of propagation �longitudinal plasma
wave�. The electric field enhancement at the wire is only
about 25% because the wire axis is perpendicular to the ex-
ternal electric field. The plasma wavelength �p is 4.8 cm,
thrice larger than the primitive cell size b=1.63 cm. There-
fore, the effective medium approximation is applicable to
describe the homogeneous field in the lattice at least at the
frequencies close to the plasma frequency. As we discuss
later, this effective medium has SD.5,6

The plasma frequency was also calculated for a range of
values of the ratio r /a of rod radius r to cubic cell length a
from 0.0012 to 0.18. As shown in Fig. 3 for r /a�0.01,
the calculated plasma frequency agrees with the following
equation:

�pa

2c
=� 2�

ln
a

r

, �1�

FIG. 1. �Color online� Cubic cell of diamond wire lattice ��a� and �b��. �a�
Anisotropic interface �100� is determined by the crystallographic direction
�100�. The surface wave can propagate in the �011̄� direction. �b� Isotropic
interface �111� is determined by the �11̄1� direction. The surface wave can
propagate in the directions �111� and �111̄�. �c�Anisotropic interface �011� is
determined by the �011̄� direction. The surface wave can propagate in the
�100� direction.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Simulation of bulk modes in the diamond wire lattice
using the primitive cell. A longitudinal plasma mode at 6.25 GHz is shown
for the lattice cubic cell length a=2.3 cm and the wire radius r=0.07 cm.
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The entire Brillouin diagram of a diamond wire lattice
can be calculated by eigenmode simulations for varied phase
advances between the parallel sides of the primitive cell �Fig.
2�. The primitive cell is a rhombohedron with a side length
of b=a / �2. The Brillouin zone of a diamond lattice1 is char-
acterized by the following points in the wave number
k-space:
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The normalized wave number ka for the k-vector varying
from the �-point to the points X, L, K, W, and U and the
corresponding phase advances �1,2,3 between the opposite
sides of the primitive cell are listed in Table I. These phase
advances were used in the simulation.

The results of the dispersion simulation are presented in
Fig. 4 for a diamond lattice with cell length a=2.3 cm and
wire radius r=0.07 cm. As the wave number ka increases,
the degenerate three waves at the plasma frequency in the
�-point split into a wave longitudinal along the propagation
direction �plasmon� and two transverse waves �photons�.20,21

The frequencies of the transverse modes are higher than the
frequencies of the longitudinal modes. Figure 4 shows two
bundles of waves �plasmon and photons� propagating in the
directions listed in Table I. These bundles of waves can be
identified at lower wave numbers �ka���. As can be seen in
Fig. 4, the longitudinal mode �plasmon� is anisotropic and
the transverse modes �photons� are almost isotropic at lower
wave numbers. The plasmon propagating in the direction
�-L has the lowest frequency, while the �-X plasmon has the
highest frequency.

III. SPATIAL DISPERSION

We represent the diamond wire lattice as a medium with
SD. The medium dielectric constant is a tensor with the fol-
lowing components:20
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At the �-point, the dielectric constant is equal to the dielec-
tric constant of isotropic plasma,

	p = 1 −
�p
2

�2
. �4�

Even an isotropic medium with SD has nondiagonal compo-
nents of the dielectric constant matrix. The coefficients 
1,2,3
for the isotropic medium satisfy the equation 
1−
2=2
3.
This is not the case for the anisotropic lattice that we have
analyzed. The coefficients 
1,2,3 can be determined from the
numerically calculated dispersion curves �Fig. 5�. First, we
consider the plasmon, a longitudinal mode in the direction
�-X. The dispersion equation of this mode is derived from
Maxwell’s equations for a medium with a dielectric tensor
Eq. �3� �Ref. 20� and gives

FIG. 3. �Color online� Normalized plasma frequency of bulk modes as a
function of the ratio of rod radius r to cubic cell length a �red solid line�,
analytical representation of Eq. �1� �dashed line�, and normalized resonance
frequency of the surface mode on the anisotropic �100� interface �blue line�.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Dispersion of longitudinal �plasmon� and transverse
�photon� waves. One plasmon and two photons are calculated for each of the
following directions: �-X �black�, �-W �green�, �-U �magenta�, �-K �red�,
and �-L �blue�. Dashed-dotted straight line is the light dispersion in vacuum.
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�2 = �p
2 + 
1k

2c2. �5�

Using the best fit to the curve in Fig. 5 we determine 
1=
−0.41. The dispersion curve �Eq. �5�� is shown in Fig. 5 by a
dashed black line. Then, the photon, a transverse mode in the
direction �-X, is considered; it has the dispersion equation

�2 = �p
2 + �1 − 
2�k2c2. �6�

From the best fit we determine 
2=0.13. In Fig. 5, the dis-
persion of photons propagating in the �-X direction is shown
by solid black lines and compared to the dispersion presented
by Eq. �6� �dashed black line�. After that, we consider the
plasmon mode in the �-L direction. The dispersion equation
is

�2 = �p
2 +
1

3
�
1 + 2
2 + 4
3�k2c2. �7�

From the fitting curve �dashed blue curve in Fig. 5� we de-
termine 
3=−0.17. The plasmon mode in the �-K direction
has been checked against the dispersion equation

�2 = �p
2 +
1

2
�
1 + 
2 + 2
3�k2c2 �8�

with good agreement. The result is plotted in Fig. 5 �red
lines�.

Therefore, the SD parameters 
1,2,3 are determined for
the diamond wire lattice with a=2.3 cm and r=0.07 cm.
They can be used for modeling the surface modes on the
interface of the medium with SD �see Sec. V�.

IV. SURFACE MODES

The diamond wire lattice can be built layer by layer in
three different ways18 and three different interfaces thus can
be formed. The interface �100� depicted in Fig. 1�a� is
formed perpendicular to the �100� direction. This interface is
anisotropic because it is not symmetrical with respect to the

directions �011� and �011̄�. The same cubic cell is shown in
Fig. 1�b� but the interface �111� is oriented perpendicular to
the direction �11̄1�. This interface is quasi-isotropic. The in-
terface �011� perpendicular to the �011̄� direction is shown in
Fig. 1�c� by splitting the cell of Fig. 1�a� and extending it in
the x-direction to better show the interface structure. The
interface �011� is anisotropic.

In this way, three interfaces �one isotropic and two an-
isotropic� are formed. This makes the surface modes on a
diamond lattice interface different from those on the isotro-
pic interface of the simple cubic lattice studied in Ref. 6.

According to the “artificial plasma” model,2 the surface
mode resonance frequency is fp / �2 at large wave numbers.
We show in Ref. 6 that the surface mode on the interface of
a simple cubic lattice is strongly affected by SD and not
described by the artificial plasma model. The frequency of
the surface mode tends to fp at large wave numbers. As we
show further for the diamond lattice, SD similarly affects the
surface mode on the isotropic interface �111�. The frequency
of the surface mode resonance tends to fp. The surface
modes on the anisotropic interfaces �100� and �011� have
resonance frequencies lower than fp.

As a specific example, a stack of cells with the dimen-
sions b�b�5b was used for a surface mode calculation
�Fig. 6�a��. This stack of cells models the anisotropic inter-
face �100� built as shown in Fig. 1�a�. The surface modes
propagating in the x- and y-directions are different. A mode
uniform in the y-direction and with a phase advance �x

=kxb in the x-direction was calculated. The perfect-matching
layer boundary condition was set on the bottom of the cell.
The two periods of the lattice in the z-direction are used to
model a semi-infinite lattice because of computational limi-
tations. The surface mode in Fig. 6�a� with a frequency of
4.68 GHz was simulated for the phase advance �x of 150°.
The electric field has the longitudinal Ex component at the
side of the cell. The transverse component of the electric
field Ez points into the vertex of the diamond lattice. The
average magnetic field has one component Hy in the plane of
the interface transverse to the propagation direction. The dis-
persion curve of the anisotropic interface �110� mode is

TABLE I. Phase advance range for Brillouin diagram simulation.

Direction
Wave number
ka range

Phase advance
�1 range

Phase advance
�2 range

Phase advance
�3 range

�→X �0,2�� �0,�� �0,�� �0,0�
�→L �0,��3� �0,�� �0,�� �0,��
�→K �0,3� / �2� �0,3� /2� �0,3� /4� �0,3� /4�
�→W �0,��5� �0,3� /2� �0,�� �0,� /2�
�→U �0,3� / �2� �0,5� /4� �0,5� /4� �0,� /2�

FIG. 5. �Color online� Comparison of wave dispersion in the lattice �solid
lines� and the SD medium �dashed lines�: �-X plasmon and photons �black�,
�-L plasmon �blue�, and �-K plasmon �red�.
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shown in Fig. 7�a�. It coincides with the light cone at lower
wave numbers kx and approaches the surface resonance fre-
quency of 4.74 GHz at the maximum wave number �kxb
=��. The dispersion of the bulk plasmon mode propagating
in the �-X direction is also shown in Fig. 7 for comparison.
The surface mode in the y-direction is different; it converts
into a bulk plasmon mode with a frequency fp=6.25 GHz at
large wave numbers �not shown in Fig. 7�.

The surface mode propagating in the x-direction occu-
pies only the surface layer of the lattice �Fig. 6�a��. The

anisotropic interface with vertices on it supports this surface
mode. The frequency of this mode is close to fp / �2. How-
ever, this surface mode is not described by the artificial
plasma model2 because the interface is anisotropic. This sur-
face mode is similar to that supported by a grating or an
impedance surface. The surface modes propagating in the
x-direction on the anisotropic interface were simulated for
different metal rod radii r ranging from 0.017 to 0.14 cm.
The surface mode resonance frequency was found to be dif-
ferent from fp / �2 in all cases. Figure 3 depicts the surface
mode frequency at the maximum phase advance kxb=� as a
function of the ratio r /a. The dependence on r /a is slight.
This is an indication that the anisotropic surface �110� acts as
an impedance surface. Therefore, new properties of surface
modes have been found as compared to the surface modes on
the simple cubic lattice.6

The �111� interface is isotropic for surface waves �Fig.
1�b��. The surface modes on this interface have been simu-
lated and properties similar to the simple cubic lattice have
been found. The cell for simulation of an isotropic �or more
exactly, quasi-isotropic� interface has the form of a parallel-
epiped with the dimensions b�b�3�5b �Fig. 6�b��. The
number of lattice periods used for modeling was limited.
Nevertheless a confined surface mode was obtained in the
simulation. In Fig. 6�b�, a surface mode at a frequency of
5.24 GHz for a phase advance of 180° along the longer cell
side �b�3� is shown. The surface mode in the perpendicular
direction, along the shorter cell side �b�, has been simulated
and yielded the same dispersion. The dispersion curve of the
surface mode on the isotropic interface �111� is plotted in
Fig. 7. Similar to the simple cubic lattice,6 the surface mode
curve extends to the plasma frequency, and the surface mode
converts to the bulk mode. The theory of a medium with SD
can be applied to the surface modes on an isotropic interface
�Sec. V�.

The stack of cells for simulation of the anisotropic inter-
face �110� has the form of a parallelepiped with the dimen-

FIG. 6. �Color online� Stack of cells used for surface mode simulation on �a�
the anisotropic �100� interface, �b� isotropic �111� interface, and �c� aniso-
tropic �110� interface. The electric field distribution in the surface modes is
shown.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Dispersion of bulk waves and surface waves on the
isotropic interface �111� and anisotropic interfaces �100� and �011� of the
diamond metallic lattice. The cubic cell period is a=2.3 cm and wire radius
r=0.07 cm. The dashed line depicts the light dispersion in vacuum. The
frequency of the isotropic �111� interface mode tends to the plasma fre-
quency, which disagrees with the “artificial plasma” model.
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sions b�a along the interface �Fig. 6�c��. In Fig. 6�c�, the
surface mode at a frequency of 3.99 GHz for a phase ad-
vance of 120° along the longer cell side �of the length a� is
shown. The dispersion curve of the surface mode on the
anisotropic interface �110� is plotted in Fig. 7. The dispersion
is similar to that of the �100� interface mode.

V. SURFACE MODE ON THE INTERFACE OF A
MEDIUM WITH SPATIAL DISPERSION

The effect of SD can be qualitatively explained assum-
ing a single nonvanishing parameter 
3. We first formulate
the boundary conditions at the isotropic interface of the lat-
tice. The interface is in the x-y-plane, and the z-axis points
from vacuum to the medium. We analyze the surface mode
propagating in the x-direction. The surface mode’s electro-
magnetic field has the components Ex, Ez, and Hy.

We represent the x-component of the electric displace-
ment vector as

Dx = 	pEx + i
kxc

2

�2
�

�z
�2
3Ez� , �9�

where we have replaced the wave vector component kz with
the operator i�� /�z�. By integrating Maxwell’s equation over
a contour of an infinitesimal thickness 2 drawn around the
interface, we obtain

Hy
�1� − Hy

�2� = − i
�

c
	
−



Dxdz , �10�

and then wind up with the boundary condition

Hy
�1� − 2

kxc

�

3Ez

�1� = Hy
�2�, �11�

where indices �1� and �2� indicate “lattice” and “vacuum,”
respectively. The same boundary condition can be derived by
matching the Poynting vector components perpendicular to
the boundary. Using the z-component of Poynting vector in
SD medium,20

Sz =
c

8�
Re�Ex

�Hy� −
�

8�

�	zz

�kz

Ez
2 −

�

8�

�	xz

�kz
Re�Ex

�Ez� ,

�12�

we can derive the boundary condition �Eq. �11�� if 
1,2=0.
The electric field is continuous at the interface,

Ex
�1� = Ex

�2�. �13�

Using Maxwell’s equations and the boundary conditions in
Eqs. �11� and �13�, we derive the surface mode dispersion
equation,

	p
2�kx

2 −
�2

c2
��1 + 4�
3 + 
3

2�
kx
2c2

�2	p
� = kx

2 −
�2

c2
	p. �14�

In an isotropic plasma �
3=0� the electrostatic resonance
�kx�� /c� of the surface waves occurs at 	p=−1. Both field
components Ex and Ez are equal and decay as exp�−kx
z
�
into the plasma and vacuum. The surface plasma resonance
is sustained by the symmetrical field distributions in both
vacuum and plasma. The field is localized at the surface as

the dielectric constant 	p approaches the value −1. The bal-
ance between the fields in vacuum and in plasma falls apart
as SD is introduced.

In a medium with SD �finite 
3�, the electrostatic reso-
nance �kx�� /c� occurs at 	p=0 according to Eq. �14�. The
field in the medium is evanescent as Ex,z�exp�−�z�, where
the decay constant � into the medium is expressed as

�2 =

kx
2 −

�2

c2
	p

1 + 4�
3 + 
3
2�

kx
2c2

�2	p

. �15�

SD causes unbalancing of the surface mode field distribu-
tions in the medium and vacuum. In the medium with slight
SD 

3
�1, the decay constant � of Eq. �15� reaches its
maximum at 	p=−1 and decreases to zero at 	p=0. For the
lattice we simulated �
3=−0.17� the decay constant � stays
constant at lower frequencies and decreases monotonically to
zero as the frequency approaches the plasma frequency. This
indicates that the surface mode in the medium is not local-
ized at the interface and is converted into a plasmon. The
surface mode in vacuum in turn becomes more localized at
the interface as the frequency approaches the electrostatic
resonance.

In this section, we derived the surface wave dispersion
assuming 
1,2=0. However, for the diamond lattice 
1,2 are
not equal to 0 and are determined in Sec. III by fitting the SD
theory to the numerical results. We used only one nonvan-
ishing SD parameter 
3 to simplify the analysis. The goal
was to explain why the surface wave dispersion is different
from that of an isotropic plasma surface wave. A solution for
all SD nonvanishing parameters 
1,2,3 would be complicated.
It will require auxiliary boundary conditions20,22 to match the
field in vacuum to the field formed by the superposition of
the two modes in the medium with SD. We restrict ourselves
to numerical simulation of the surface mode �Sec. III�.

VI. PLASMONIC WAVEGUIDE

A defect in a diamond lattice can be formed as follows.
We take the lattice with the anisotropic �100� interface �Fig.
1�a�� and reflect it over the interface. The two interfaces
together form the defect. The defect forms a plasmonic
waveguide as shown in Fig. 8. Note that the defect cannot be
formed using a simple cubic lattice. This plasmonic wave-
guide can be employed as an accelerator structure. Both
irises and accelerator cells are formed in the defect. The iris
has a cross section smaller than the surrounding lattice cells,
and the actual accelerating cell �cavity� has a transverse di-
mension larger than the lattice cells. The iris is a rhomb with
a side equal to 0.2�, which is smaller than the iris diameter
in typical disk-loaded accelerator structures. The plasmonic
waveguide is analogous to a coupled-cavity structure. The
defect mode can propagate at the frequencies in the band
gap, below the plasma frequency. It is a TM mode with the
electric field on the x-axis. The HOMs at frequencies higher
than the plasma frequency are not confined in the defect and
leak out through the lattice.
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The accelerator structure can be built if the two lattice
interfaces are brought together forming a beam channel.
However, in such a structure a deflecting HEM mode with
low cutoff frequency exists. To avoid this effect we propose
to utilize a defect in the lattice to form the structure.

HFSS simulation of the plasmonic waveguide was car-
ried out using one stack of cells with a length of one period
b �Fig. 9�. Similar to the surface mode simulation, the phase
advance conditions are set between the parallel sides in the
direction of propagation x. The TM mode is confined as
shown in Fig. 9. This mode is calculated to have a frequency
of 6.02 GHz and phase advance of 150°. The dispersion of
the defect and bulk modes is plotted in Fig. 10. The TM
mode has a cutoff at 5.77 GHz, below the plasma frequency
of 6.25 GHz. The frequency of the mode varies up to 6.03
GHz as the phase advance varies up to 180° �Fig. 10�. The
operating mode is close to a �-mode, and the group velocity
is almost zero. This indicates that it is a coupled-cavity struc-
ture. The bulk mode in contrast has a higher group velocity
than the defect mode. The deflecting HOMs fall into the
propagation band of bulk modes, occupy the entire structure,
and leak out with higher group velocity.

VII. DISCUSSION

An experimental test of the diamond lattice as an accel-
erator structure would be very valuable. For example, at

MIT, the accelerator test facility includes the Haimson Re-
search Corp. �HRC� linear accelerator23 and relativistic
klystron24 operating at a frequency of 17.14 GHz. The accel-
erator produces trains of bunches with a 17.14 GHz repeti-
tion frequency. The radiation from the train of bunches is
constrained to harmonics of the accelerator bunch train fre-
quency of 17.14 GHz.13 For testing the diamond lattice with
the electron beam in the MIT/HRC test accelerator facility,
the lattice design has to be scaled to a plasma frequency of
about 17.14 GHz, yielding a wire length l=0.36 cm and a
wire radius r=0.025 cm. An interesting experiment would
be to excite a surface mode on the lattice at 17.14 GHz using
the electron bunch. The harmonics of the 17.14 GHz fre-
quency radiate into free space and also into the lattice and
can be detected. The plasmonic-waveguide-based accelerator
structure is also of interest. Because of the planar geometry,
side coupling into the plasmonic waveguide can be provided
�along the y-axis in Fig. 8�. These examples are for a fre-
quency of 17.14 GHz, but a lower frequency version of this
structure is also attractive. Another possibility is to build a
diamond nanostructure and utilize it for laser acceleration.

The parameters of an effective medium with SD have
been determined �
1=−0.41, 
2=0.13, and 
3=−0.17� for
the lattice with r /a=0.03. The Smith–Purcell radiation and
transition radiation of a charged particle �electron bunch�
passing above the interface of the effective medium can be
calculated.8 An approximation of the quasi-isotropic medium
can be used to simplify the analysis. This might be a subject
for future studies.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

3D metallic lattices are attractive for applications as high
gradient accelerator structures. Being frequency selective
they suppress and allow easy extraction of higher order mode
wakefields generated by the electron beam in a linear accel-
erator. The bulk and surface modes have been calculated for
the diamond wire lattice. The surface mode can be used for
acceleration or beam diagnostics. Depending on the lattice
interface �anisotropic or isotropic� the dispersion of the sur-

FIG. 8. �Color online� Accelerator structure using a defect in 3D metallic
diamond wire lattice. An electron beam traverses in the x-direction.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Simulation of plasmonic waveguide. The defect
mode is a longitudinal TM mode propagating in the x-direction. The electric
field distribution is shown.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Dispersion of plasmonic waveguide modes. The
defect mode is an accelerating mode. Dashed line is the light dispersion in
vacuum. The cubic cell length a=2.3 cm and wire radius r=0.07 cm.
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face mode is different. It is found that the surface mode is
affected by the SD of the lattice. A defect in a diamond
lattice can form a plasmonic waveguide with both irises and
cavities. The plasmonic waveguide is proposed as a possible
accelerator structure. The possibility of testing diamond wire
lattices in the MIT/HRC accelerator facility was discussed.
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